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Abstract: The P-V output feature of photovoltaic (PV) array presents multi-wave peaks under non-uniform illumination, so
the traditional algorithm can not overcome the shortcomings of the local optimal value. In this paper, an optimization algorithm
based on particle swarm and bacteria foraging is proposed, which is applied to the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of PV
arrays. The algorithm introduces the tendency operation to find the optimal solution in the local range. The replication operation
is introduced to avoid the blind randomness of population update, and the convergence speed of the algorithm is accelerated. The
migration operation is introduced to avoid the algorithm falling into the local optimal solution. The output power characteristics
of PV array under occlusion are analyzed, and the MPPT control method experiment is carried out using bacterial foraging
algorithm (BFA). Experimental results show that the algorithm can get rid of the constraint of local optimal value, quickly find
the global maximum power point, and the control precision is high. It provides a new implementation method for PV array
MPPT.
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1. Introduction
At present, solar energy has been widely used for its
cleanness and reproducibility [1, 2]. In the case of partial
shadow, the power loss of PV array can be as high as 70%.
Due to the existence of occlusion, the illumination of the
whole PV array is not uniform, resulting in multiple peaks on
the P-V curve, and the traditional MPPT algorithm falls into
the local peak. The real global maximum power points could
not be found, resulting in the failure of these algorithms. To
solve this problem, a heuristic algorithm is proposed, such as
PSO algorithm, BFA algorithm, immune algorithm and so on
[3, 4]. The combination of BFA and PSO is introduced into the
MPPT algorithm. BFA tends to make the local search ability
stronger, but because BFA bacteria have no memory ability, its
global search ability is weakened. Since PSO particles have

memory properties for individual and group optimal
information. PSO algorithm is introduced into BFA and then a
new PSO-BFA algorithm is obtained [5]. PSO algorithm is
used to complete global space search. Particle is used as local
operation of BFA. This combines the global search capability
of PSO and the local search capability of BFA. PSO only uses
population search part BFA uses PSO memory function to
improve global search capability and search efficiency [6].
According to the rule of PV array partial shadow under the
condition of partial shadow. Bacteria is distributed near the
possible extremum under initial conditions to avoid falling
into local extremum. The efficiency of the algorithm is
improved effectively.
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2. Application of PSO-BFA in
Multi-peaks
Particle swarm-bacterial foraging algorithm is based on
BFA and combines PSO with strong global search algorithm.
BFA is a bionic intelligent algorithm based on Escherichia
coli in human intestinal tract of 2002. Bacteria foraging has
the behavior of chemotaxis, reproduction, elimination and
dispersal [7]. Bacteria foraging tendency operation makes its
local search ability stronger but bacterial foraging ability can
only be achieved by migration, the but global search ability is
limited by migration probability Ped. PSO has the
characteristics of global strength, individual effect and group
effect. Therefore, I get particle swarm-bacterial foraging
algorithm by combining these two algorithms [8].
2.1. BFA
Three operations of BFA abstracted from bacteria foraging
behavior are shown in Figure 1. In the figure, Ned represents
maximum number of migration operations. Nre represents
maximum number of replication operations. Nc represents
maximum times of trend operations and l,k,j respectively
represent l-migration, k-replication and j-tendency
operations.

Figure 1. Flow of BFA.

(1) Tendency operation: In areas where the environment
is poor, bacteria rotate frequently, while in areas where the
environment is better, bacteria tend to swim more. The whole
life cycle of Escherichia coli is to change between the two

basic movements of rotation and swimming [9]. Rotation and
swimming give bacteria a better living environment. This
behavior of bacteria moving to rich areas is called tendency
behavior. The size of the bacterial population is S, in which
each bacterium is represented by θi, and then θi (j,k,l)
represents the position of bacterial i after the j-tendency
operation, the k-replication operation, and the l-migration
operation. Each step tendency operation of bacterial i
represents is as follows:
1, ,

, ,

(1)

Among them c(i) is a positive step to determine direction.
Tendency operations are bacteria locally searched because
PV plates are 2-D curves. So there are only two directions
when the bacteria move in the direction of movement. When
they move in one direction, the power in the direction of
rotation decreases, f(j) represents the random direction of
forward selection after rotation.
The tendency operation makes BFA have the ability of
local mining, which determines the direction of the algorithm
and the degree of search details in a certain area. It is the core
operation of BFA. This is also an important part of the
algorithm design. When applied to MPPT, the direction of
motion is limited to two dimensional space, but the voltage
does not increase or decrease [10, 11]. In order to improve
the search speed of the algorithm, when the fitness of the new
position becomes worse after the bacteria rotates, it will
move in the opposite direction until it reaches a certain step
size or the new fitness is no longer improved.
(2) Replication operation: Evolutionary theory shows that
biological evolution is a process of survival of the fittest. After
a period of food search, some of the weaker bacteria that look
for food will be eliminated naturally, and the remaining
bacteria will multiply because they are well nourished. This
phenomenon is called replication behavior in BFA. BFA was
copied by elite retention. The replication operation selected the
half of bacteria S/2 with weak survivability to be eliminated,
and the other half with strong survival ability were used to
reproduce the new generation. By self-replicating, each of
them produces a new individual that is exactly the same as
himself. So that the high-quality bacterial individuals can lead
the population to multiply, thus improving the global
convergence and computational efficiency. After replication,
the population size remains the same.
(3) Migration operation: Mutations may occur in the local
area of bacterial life, leading to the collective migration of
bacterial populations to a new local area. The behavior of
simulates this phenomenon in the BFA is called migration
behavior. Migration occurs with a certain probability Ped. If a
bacterial individual in the population satisfies the probability
of migration, the bacteria die out and randomly generate a
new individual at any location. This new individual may have
a different position than the perishing individual. The
migration operation makes BFA have the ability of random
search, which is helpful for BFA to keep the diversity of
population, reduce the situation of premature convergence,
and help the tendency operation jump out of the local optimal
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solution and find the global optimal solution. Because the
MPPT requires faster convergence, the migration probability
can not be too high.
2.2. PSO
The flow of PSO is shown in Figure 2. PSO is a kind of
bionic algorithm for food search of natural birds. Birds are
regarded as a particle in space, and bird swarm is a kind of
particle swarm. Each particle itself carries the corresponding
information, such as its own velocity and position, and
determines the distance and direction of its motion according
to the corresponding information of the particle itself. PSO is
to initialize a group of particles randomly distributed into a
solution space to be searched, and then iterate according to
the given formula. The formula of PSO contains two optimal
concepts, a local optimal pbest and a globally optimal gbest.
The local optimum is the best solution obtained by each
particle in the search process, and the global optimization is
the optimal solution obtained by the particle swarm. This
PSO algorithm has the characteristics of memory, the use of
positive feedback adjustment, the principle of the algorithm
is simple, few parameters and good applicability. The
formula of PSO is as follows:
!
!

"

"

#
(2)
(3)

Where, v denotes velocity, k is the number of iterations, c1
and c2 are learning factors. rand1 and rand2 are random
numbers between [0,1]. xid denotes location and pbest denotes
local optimum; gbest represents global optimality.

Figure 2. Flow of PSO.

2.3. PSO-BFA
Although the BFA can change its direction and improve its
local search accuracy, but the bacterial global search can only
rely on migration operation. Therefore, its global search
ability is weak. Because PSO has the ability of memory and
global search, the particle is used for global search, the
particle is regarded as bacteria, and the BFA is used for the
tendency operation. Thus, the global searching ability of BFA
is improved. The flow of particle swarm-bacteria foraging
algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Flow of PSO-BFA algorithm.
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3. Simulation Experiment
The effectiveness of this method is studied by
Matlab/Simulink simulation. The MPPT control system
based on PSO-BFA is shown in Figure 4. Using Boost
voltage regulating circuit to adjust voltage, the principle of
realizing MPPT is that equivalent resistance of battery equals
to photovoltaic array resistance. The resistance of PV array is
influenced by ambient temperature and illumination. Boost
circuit changes the battery resistance by changing duty cycle
and tracking maximum power point. By changing the ratio of
duty cycle through MPPT controller, the output voltage and
algorithm search to match voltage value.

the light is uniform, the temperature is 25°C, and the light of
1000W/m2 is uniformly illuminated on four photovoltaic
modules. If one of the PV modules is obscured, and the light
intensity becomes 500W/m2. The other three modules remain
the same, and the ambient temperature is the same, and there
will be two peaks. As shown in Figure 5, the power of the
two peaks is about 125W and 94W.

Figure 5. P-V output characteristics of photovoltaic array under partial
shadow.

Figure 4. MPPT control system based on PSO-BFA.

Among them PV modules are parallel and parallel each
other, and each component parallel a bypass diode. When a
PV module is occluded, the component is subjected to
reverse voltage, and the bypass diode can block inflow
reverse current and avoid component heating damage. When

The MPPT is carried out by PSO-BFA, in which NP takes
10 percent, Nc takes 3 percent and Nre takes 2 percent. The
simulation results are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from
the figure that the maximum power of the search is about
125W and the stabilization time is about 1.8s. Thus, it can be
seen that the algorithm is fast and feasible.

Figure 6. Simulation results of PSO-BFA.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, BFA and PSO algorithms are applied to the

MPPT of PV power generation. In order to improve the
global searching ability of BFA, the particle swarm mutation
operator is introduced to carry out global search. Then BFA is
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used to complete the local search. The simulation results
show that the algorithm successfully realizes the search of
the maximum power point in the multi-peak, and the
convergence speed is fast. The application of this algorithm
can effectively avoid falling into the local maximum value
and improve the efficiency of PV power generation.
Through the analysis and simulation of the algorithm, the
dynamic response of photovoltaic array is improved when the
illumination intensity changes. The parameters are adjusted
adaptively, and the better performance of photovoltaic system
is obtained.
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